
 

STARS IN MY CROWN is a Third Quarter 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                        **** of a possible ***** 

 

United States   1950   black-and-white   89 minutes   live action feature family 

melodrama   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures   Producer: William Wright 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Points: 

1           Direction: Jacques Tourneur 

1           Editing: Gene Ruggiero 

2           Cinematography: Charles Schoenbaum 

             Stills Photography: Durward Graybill 

2           Lighting 

2           Screenplay: Margaret Fitts, adapted from the novel by Joe David Brown 

             Script Supervisor: Florence Swan 



             Vocal Arrangements: Robert Tucker 

             Musical Direction: Adolph Deutsch 

1           Music: Adolph Deutsch 

             Orchestrations: Alexander Courage, Robert Franklyn, Conrad Salinger 

2           Art Direction: Cedric Gibbons, Eddie Imazu* 

             Set Decoration: Alfred Spencer*, Edwin Willis* 

             Costume Design: Walter Plunkett* 

             Makeup: Jack Dawn 

2           Sound: Standish Lambert, Douglas Shearer 

             Narrator: Marshall Thompson 

1           Acting 

1           Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Joel McCrea (Parson Josiah Gray), Ellen Drew (Harriet Gray, Josiah’s wife), 

Dean Stockwell (j) (John, Josiah’s orphan nephew), Lewis Stone  

(Dr. Daniel Harris, Sr.), James Mitchell (Dr. Daniel Harris, Jr.), Amanda Blake 

(Schoolteacher Faith Samuels), Ed Begley (Lon Backett, businessman), 

Juano Hernandez (Uncle Famous Prill, freed slave), Alan Hale (Jed Isbell), 

James Arness (Rolfe Isbell, a son of Jed’s), Jack Lambert (Perry Lokey), 

Arthur Hunnicott (Chloroform Wiggins), Charles Kemper  

(Professor Sam Houston Jones), Connie Gilchrist (Sarah Isbell, Jed’s wife), 

Polly Bailey (Mrs. Belsher), Bill Clauson (j) (Cade Isbell, a son of Jed’s), 

Adeline De Walt Reynolds (Granny Gailbreath), Edmund Glover 

(Clyde Chapman), Ralph Hodges (Tom Isbell, a son of Jed’s), Victor Kilian 

(Ned), Patricia Miller (Mrs. Chapman), Frank Mills* (Drunk in Saloon),  

Rhea Mitchell (Mrs. Backett), Jimmy Moss (j) (Bobby Sam Carroll), 

Norman Ollestad (j) (Chase Isbell, a son of Jed’s), Harry “Snub” Pollard 

(Bartender), Jack Tornek (Barfly), Ben Watson (Gene Caldwell), Wilson Wood 

(Thad Carroll), others 

 

     Rarely viewed in recent decades, STARS IN MY CROWN is a low-budget family 

western directed by veteran helmer Jacques Tourneur, whose range of creations 



spanned film noir like OUT OF THE PAST with Robert Mitchum; screwball 

comedy such as EASY LIVING, featuring an improbable combination of Victor 

Mature and Lucille Ball; atmospheric suspense thriller typified by CAT PEOPLE 

with Simone Simon; and western drama exemplified by WICHITA, another star 

vehicle for Joel McCrea. Tourneur’s STARS IN MY CROWN demonstrates his 

secure handling of melodrama, being an unconventional tale of community 

bonds and tensions set in a fictional town anchored to a railroad line. It would 

seem the book on which it’s based set the action in Tennessee. Yet no character 

in the film speaks in a dialect remotely Southern other than Juano Hernandez’s 

Uncle Famous Prill.  

     Though filmed entirely with stage sets, polished art direction and prolonged 

camera focus on antique props – such as a two-bladed fan and hand bellows 

powering a pump organ – convincingly recreate a bygone era. Walter Plunkett’s 

costumes add to the visual veracity of the film, suggesting minimal weekly 

wardrobe changes and severely weathered condition of clothing worn until 

utterly threadbare. At that period in American history, most clothes were still 

hand-made rather than store-bought, particularly by families trying to make do 

on a parson’s straitened income. Note the patched trousers of rambunctious 

boys. 

     Rather than attempting to sculpt the screenplay to follow a single pressing 

plot problem, Margaret Fitts instead opted to connect events episodically, using 

a core ensemble of prominent citizens along with their spouses and offspring. 

All these are introduced to viewers as they exit church in an early scene.  

     This film is notable for the sympathetic and humane portrayal of Uncle 

Famous Prill, a black freedman who owns a small farm outside town and 

mentors local youths in fishing, hunting, and ethics. Played with dignity by 

Juano Hernandez, Uncle Famous suitably represents a potential minority 

scapegoat stubbornly persistent in living his own life free of both 

indebtednesses and ambitions. Like naïve Chloroform Wiggins, he makes a 

tempting target for bullies and bigots, two types of characters sadly 

omnipresent on the American scene then as now. 

     The story’s protagonist is Parson Josiah Gray, a presumably self-ordained 

evangelical preacher whose first “church” in the neighborhood is a saloon. He 



obviously takes quite seriously the Gospel example of finding lost souls at 

accustomed watering holes and addressing them there in a familiar 

environment. Eventually he graduates to a barn. Then ultimately to a proper 

wooden and cement church.  

     While Confederate Army veteran Josiah attends to spiritual development of 

townspeople, Dr. Daniel Harris, Senior treats their diseased bodies with reliable, 

if limited, medical skills. A physician who doesn’t invariably practice what he 

advises, being overly fond of tobacco, he appears to be a widower with a grown, 

Yankee-educated son being groomed to take over his practice upon the elder 

Harris’s retirement. This happens sooner rather than later, a transition made 

bumpy by the younger Harris’s arrogantly curt and markedly abrasive manner of 

prescribing medicines and recommendations for lifestyles. Bristling townfolk 

attempt to bypass the untested physician in favor of his father’s more patient 

and ingratiating manner.  

     Among those rebuffed by Dr. Daniel Harris, Junior is Parson Gray. The 

youthful doctor belittles theology and its practitioners as unscientific and 

backward thinking, antagonizing the preacher. He similarly treats the 

community’s schoolmistress, Faith Samuels, in a coldly formal way, almost 

sneering at her inadequate attempts to mollify a young boy suffering the pain 

and indignity of a fishhook piercing his skin.  Experiencing second thoughts 

about the educator, however, he’s soon blatantly courting her, bent on 

removing the young lady and himself to a more civilized location directly after 

marriage. 

     Before they can accomplish that, several disasters overtake their town. The 

elder Harris dies unexpectedly, forcing residents to take all medical problems to 

his scion. This they slowly and grudgingly learn to do. Then about the time a 

medicine show rolls into view, an epidemic of typhoid strikes down many of the 

area’s children.  

     Meanwhile, a greedy storekeeper who runs a sideline mica mining operation 

attempts to buy Uncle Famous’s land in order to maximize profits. When cash 

and credit offers fail to win acceptance, Lon Backett threatens to unleash 

vengeful ex-miners. They will want to wreak revenge on the unprotected black 

man for Backett’s closing of his mine, a situation impelled by exhaustion of 



natural resources located on the businessman’s side of a vein. What is left to dig 

out underlies soil belonging to Uncle Famous. So he must take responsibility for  

resulting unhappiness on the part of unemployed white folks. 

     Perhaps a visitation by white-robed night riders will bring the obstinate 

farmer to his senses.  

     Parallel to this crisis, the typhoid contagion continues to take a toll, sickening 

Parson Gray’s nephew John first. Then spreading quickly to many other youths 

once the fall session of school begins. Even Faith Samuels is felled by it. She 

shows no signs of recovery under the ministrations of her fiancée. Are the 

upstanding folks of the settlement about to be wiped out by an act of God in 

retaliation for the sins of a few still unpunished miscreants?  

     Here the film veers off quite movingly into potent drama and even tragedy as 

some children fail to regain health. One false note enters: a cross-burning scene 

supposed to suggest Ku Klux Klan involvement. The Klan didn’t engage in such 

spectacles until the 1920s, well after the time of events depicted onscreen. 

     Notable underplaying by Juano Hernandez as Uncle Famous and Ellen Drew 

as Parson Gray’s faithfully subordinate wife generate considerable viewer 

empathy for their predicaments. A completely obnoxious character turn by 

Charles Kemper as “Professor” Sam Houston Jones hits the mark precisely since 

Jones is a quack patent medicine salesman pillared between two equally 

fraudulent “Indian” musicians, necessarily a larger-than-life extrovert. John’s 

adulation of the parson is highly credible, vigorously abetted by actor Dean 

Stockwell’s personal charm, very much in evidence throughout. Amanda Blake,  

Long Branch Saloon proprietress Kitty from “Gunsmoke,” is the love interest 

here. She’s sweetly, if unconvincingly, enchanted by the personality of young 

Dr. Harris, Jr. Another “Gunsmoke” principal, James Arness, appears awkwardly 

in the picture as the tallest of Swedish farmer Jed Isbell’s six sons. Ed Begley is 

cast ideally to type as bigoted blowhard Lon Backett. Arthur Hunnicott’s 

Chloroform Wiggins reflects the innocence and vulnerability of an inadvertent 

town clown. 

     Low-key narration by Marshall Thompson strings tautly together otherwise 

meandering incidents, supplying critical background details while provocatively 

overlaying nostalgic commentary on visibly realistic and explicitly grim 



occurrences, such as the bullwhipping demonstration aborted finally by 

interference from the story’s protagonist minister.  

     Non-original music adds appropriately antique flavoring. Much is made of the 

hymn “Stars in My Crown,” first published in 1897. Its use in this production is 

unfortunately misleadingly anachronistic.   

     Also indicative of an older era is the black-and-white photography, which 

makes dust and haze additional silent characters performing as extras free of 

charge. Pay special attention to the exquisite cinematography of the hay wagon 

travelling shot. 

     Sound recording is quite adequate, never too blatant or oppressively loud. 

     The dvd release by Warner Archive includes a two-minute trailer overview. 

     STARS IN MY CROWN is an undervalued family film gem, a warmly humane 

insight into the not-so-mundane world of a post bellum United States. It should 

maintain the interest of children ages nine and up as well as adults.  

     The strongest exclamation used in the film is “Garfield.” Violence is realistic 

but not bloody.           

     Truly this Tourneur creation is a film any dvd collector can cherish in spite of  

occasional marring scratches. 


